SCAD

A
Heart Attack
WHAT IS SCAD?
Spontaneous coronary artery dissection (SCAD) is
a little known and poorly understood type of a heart
attack caused when a sudden tear occurs within
the layers of one or more arteries to the heart. This
tear blocks blood flow causing a heart attack and
sometimes death. Unlike a “traditional” heart attack
caused by blockage due to plaque buildup over a
lifetime, SCAD is a completely distinct and different
artery blockage. SCAD can recur.
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WHO HAS A SCAD?
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HOW IS SCAD TREATED?
There is still no known cause and no way to prevent SCAD.
Research has identified several associated conditions and shown
that patients with acute SCAD should be treated differently from
other heart attack patients. Diagnosing and treating SCAD is
more complex than traditional heart attacks. Conservative,
non-invasive treatment is often best.

HOW CAN I HELP?
Research is needed to find the causes and best treatment options.
Research is expensive. To make a donation or to find out more
information about SCAD, visit www.scadresearch.org.

SCAD Research, Inc. is an IRS approved 501(c)(3) nonprofit, all-volunteer charity founded in 2011. Our mission is to raise money for the most promising
research, raise awareness and disseminate information to SCAD patients. We have raised and donated more than $1 million to research, the vast majority
November
going to the SCAD Research Program at Mayo Clinic (Rochester, MN). Contact scadinfo@scadresearch.org © July
2021 2020
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